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Potsdam Mix is an audio installation for up to eight PA loudspeakers situated in a 
gallery or lobby space. It consists of eight, individual audio mixes captured and edited 
using chance procedures of source material drawn from the sounds of the SUNY 
Potsdam (or your) campus. 

Up to eight individuals will each compose their own (up to but not exceeding a 
duration of thirty minute) mix of campus sounds, endlessly looped on a portable audio 
device connected to their own loudspeaker positioned at any point in the chosen space.

Each person creating a mix begins with a map of their campus that is overlaid with a 64 
cell grid randomly numbered between 1 and 64. These cells determine respective 
locations for field recording, as well as durations to record at each point. Using a 
random number generator of choice (a Pure Data file is available from the composer), 
garner locations and durations until up to thirty minutes of field recordings have been 
captured, where then the mix is then arranged using an audio workstation of choice. 
Each field recording should be arranged linearly, with slight overlap between exits and 
entrances of sounds. 

The resulting installation functions as an active melding of the inside and outside 
worlds, filling the designated space with the vibrancy of sounds that inhabit our 
everyday lives.

Special thanks and mention go to our original collaborators on this premiere realization, 
all of whom were at the time of its composition and realization student members of the 
SUNY Potsdam Electronic Music Studios. They are Hannah Gebhard, Cameron Hewes, 
John Misciagno, Ken Schweizer, and Brent Spreter. While they couldn’t actively 
participate due to student teaching obligations, John O’Connor and Ryan Sparkes 
contributed greatly to this project with their audio recordings.
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    1          34           5         26         11          9           14        43

   25         51           3          27        24          42         21        27

    6          40          29         4           7          59         64         47

   33          62         39        52         15         53         56         31

   12          16         8           23         2          20         35         45

   44          32        48          18         46         57        50         28

   13          55        63          22         36         37        30        49

   10          54        60         41          19        61         38         58    


